
Version 3:
Now with one-click compliance

Navigate ever-changing cross-border compliance regulations and tackle 
time-consuming research to find laws, regulations and codes that apply to 
196 different countries and 50 US states.  MyCW was designed by industry 
experts to provide the latest country and state compliance information. And 
you'll be subscribed for your choice of daily or weekly updates. 

Made for Healthcare and Event Professionals

How do we keep up to date?

MyCW is suitable to be used on any computer or smart device, and is built to 
be an easily navigable, go-to repository to look up a country or state and 
immediately be presented with local planning information and access to the 
latest codes of compliance for healthcare professionals.  

We use both technology AND a team of researchers, familiar with the state 
of medical compliance codes. We've spent hundreds of hours locating 
hard to find data in multiple languages, then used the latest web technology 
to place “surveillance cameras” on all the places where updates appear.  
Our researchers are adding more cameras on a weekly basis, combing 
through the results and making sure that MyCW will actually become more 
comprehensive as time goes on

Use on any device

Ask us about multiple subscriptions for a mix of team members and clients 
to ensure everyone has access to the latest codes of compliance.  If you are 
interested in our partner or referral programs that comes with group 
discounts and rewards, visit www.mcw.info/partners.

Team Edition

Watch 
The Video

mycw.info/about

Become 
a Partner

mycw.info/partners

Features at a Glance

www.mycw.info    |    support@mycw.info    |   314.312.1110
T H E  R U L E S  A R E  C H A N G I N G

•  Automatic updates and notification when regulations change
•  One click to access 14 code categories and text for quick interpretation
•  196 countries and 50 U.S. states
•  Details on travel and expense rules with access to real-time data
•  Meal limits and currency conversion rates
•  Time, weather, holiday and other cultural data important to planners
•  24 X 7 subscription-based, online access across devices
 

 
 
 

My Compliance Wizard (MyCW) is the only web-based compliance solution of its kind to 
offer immediate access to accurate and up-to-date, global and US compliance regulation
details.  It bridges a resource gap in planning for the medical meeting industry.  

$299
per year


